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you, how it does affect the case.     The evidence for the prosecution
has always been that Major Armstrong had purchased coloured
arsenic from Mr. Davies—coloured with charcoal.    Their evidence
was that the arsenic bought in 1919 was coloured, that the arsenic
bought in January, 1921, was coloured.      Upon Major Armstrong
on his arrest is found a little packet of, not coloured arsenic, of
white arsenic.      I submit to you, gentlemen, this is a most extra-
ordinary instance showing the very great danger of evidence upon
which  juries  might   even   convict  a  man  of   murder  sometimes.
Supposing that packet of white arsenic, which undoubtedly was
bought from Mr. Davies (which is admitted now by the prosecution
to have been found honestly and properly by Mr. Matthews, and
not to have been put there by anybody, but left there) had not
been found, this case to a very large extent would have been made
to turn upon, " How did you, Armstrong, become in possession of
the white arsenic which was found upon you? "      He would have
said in the boxs, " I purchased that white arsenic from Davies,"
and the Attorney-General would have said to him, ct That cannot
be true; produce some of it; it cannot be true, because Davies has
sworn that the only arsenic you ever purchased was coloured, and
all we have found on your premises was coloured arsenic," and it
would have been said, " It is all very well for you, Armstrong, to
say you were buying your arsenic perfectly openly in your own
native town where you could be traced; you must have gone outside
to make a secret purchase of arsenic/' and they would have said,
" By great good  fortune upon you we have found some of  it,
therefore we know that you bought it elsewhere."      How would
you have dealt with that case?      I say it is an extraordinary
instance of sometimes the great danger upon which even a man
might have gone to the gallows.     There he would have been found
with white arsenic upon him; the whole of the evidence for the
prosecution would have been, he never purchased white, he pur-
chased grey, and it would have been useless for him to have stood
in the box and said, " I purchased it from Davies "; and imagine,
just put yourselves, if you will, into the position that you would
have been in then.      This man in the box, white arsenic is upon
him; his story,   " I purchased it from Davies.    I purchased all
the arsenic I have had from rny local chemist where it could be
traced at any moment; I am no poisoner."      And on the other
side,  "You could not have done it.     This is the only bit found.
Davies swears, and so does his assistant, that it was mixed with,
charcoal;   tell  us where  you  bought   it?"     And  the prosecution
would have said, ff If you wanted white arsenic for the purpose of
destroying plantains or  dandelions, why did you have, to go to
Birmingham or Manchester or London," or wherever you like to
suggest,   c* to  buy  it;  why  did  you  not buy  it  at your local
chemist? "      And would not you, gentlemen, have been in grave
danger of saying, *e We do not believe this man about this; we do
not believe that he purchased that white arsenic from Davies, he

